
 

FRIENDS & FAMILY TEST RESULTS FOR  DECEMBER 2020 
 

 

QUESTION ASKED:  

 

HOW LIKELY ARE YOU TO RECOMMEND LAKENHAM SURGERY TO FRIENDS AND FAMILY IF THEY 

NEEDED SIMILAR TREATMENT?  

 

PATIENTS ARE ASKED TO RATE THEIR RESPONSE: 
 

1 - EXTREMELY LIKELY 2 -  LIKELY 3 - NEITHER LIKELY NOR UNLIKELY 

4 -  UNLIKELY 5 -  EXTREMELY UNLIKELY 6 - DO NOT KNOW 

 
LATEST RESULTS: 

 

December 2020 
 

             

The Numbers 

Rating 
Totals per 

rating 

Recommended Neither/Don’t Know Not Recommended 
 

270 

96% 2% 2% 
 

22 

 
6 

297 Responses/Ratings 
 

3 

210 Comments/Feedback Provided  
3 

Patients responded online, in paper format and via phone text 
 

1 

 
A FOLLOW-UP QUESTION ASKED PATIENTS TO PROVIDE A REASON FOR THEIR RATING AND  

TO GIVE ANY FEEDBACK COMMENTS:  

 

 
 

210 REASONS/COMMENTS PROVIDED 
 

My appt was for 8.20am and it was on time. The Covid 19 facilities were top marks....felt very safe...Thanks. 

Everyone is friendly, Diane managed to get my blood so I was happy. 

Everything went very well, no wait for appointment. 

It was easy to book appointment and very good precautions taken to make sure everyone is safe. Best surgery in 
Norwich. Thank you 

Doctors and staff are all very friendly. You always get to see your own Doctor within a day if available. Best surgery ever  

Friendliness 

Staff always helpful. Surgery clean and toilets. 

After waiting half an hour of waiting I checked if everything was OK. Nurse eventually said I was never signed in so wait 
was unnecessary 

The doctor was so helpful and the reception ladies was really helpful I'm proud to call Lakenham surgery  my doctors 
many thank  

Listened to my point of view and were very helpful. 



The nurse was friendly and understood my anxiety. On time too. 

The doctor and nurse were very helpful and put my mind to rest 

I didn't have to wait any more than five minutes for my appointment. Very pleased. 

Having emailed reception with a query, I was called back in 10 minutes and had an appointment the same day. Very 
efficient 

No waiting about, everything went smoothly and safely. 

I did just explain, I wanted to sort my diabetic problems but she didn't want to know. 

Routine check up carried out efficiently 

Kind & pleasant staff. All Covid precautions in place. Quick but thorough appointment. 

Very slippery and dangerous on wet tiles outside surgery door 

Entry to surgery was professional and the processes that followed.  Doctor apologised for late app and also said she 
would check up on me next week. 

Polite 

Because the doctor I saw was very helpful and very friendly 

I have had a few appointments at the doctors and the hospital just lately and I haven't had to wait too long so there was 
no time to worry about things 

Prompt, efficient service 

It was a blood test carried out well and information as to why a Covid blood test was available 

Safe, fast & efficient. 

[1/2] DR Musvibe spent a long time with me and explored and explained everything I was concerned about and made 
referrals that were necessary     I came away f 

Nurse was very good and helpful . 

Covid process explained clearly, easy to follow instructions and felt safe. Was made to feel very comfortable and 
reassured in appointment 

Nurse was thorough, sensible and covered all matters efficiently 

The staff were very professional and the surgery felt clean and safe 

well good service and very nice workers 

I was  very  pleased with the care from all the staff who I came in contact with.  thank you 

Very efficient and punctual and felt v safe 

Appointment on time. The nurse I saw was very friendly, efficient and knowledgeable. 

Great professional & friendly service 

The doctor took her time with me there was no rushing and she explained everything clearly so I could understand 

Experience was very good 

Excellent Dr who was thorough and reassuring and on time which is a bonus! 

Met at reception, temperature taken, seen by nurse on time. 

Very helpful. Dealt with very quickly. 

Safe, well led, professional service 

Caring staff and understanding from both nurse and doctor  thank you 

Yes because I feel very poorly and was seen very promptly with patience and kindness 

The nurse that took my blood test was very good. I am usually scared of needles but she was gentle  and very 
professional .thank you 

Dr listened, politely answered my questions and calmed my anxiety. 

I pressed very good as it was 

It was my first time today and everyone was friendly  and helpful 

The nurse who was doing my screening put me straight at ease as I was very nervous. 

Appointment was 20 mins late. 

I had no problems with the service 

All of the staff are always very helpful to all 

Our daughter is 17 and has additional needs the appointment was for her at Dr Bendis request. Our daughter is treated 
with respect and patience it makes 



Friendly staff who are always willing to help you out 

People with no masks on in waiting room would be nice if staff were more helpful 

The nurse was pleasant and efficient. 

Smooth and efficient! Delightful nurse Katie too 

Fast, secure environment. Friendly and professional staff 

The nurse was very friendly and reassuring. Put me at ease despite the procedure not going as smoothly as it should. 

Well run reception warm welcome felt Covid safe very kind nurse my first visit to surgery 

Everyone so good there 

Quick, polite, extremely good at getting blood out of a stone  

Every one is always ready to help 

Very friendly 

I was dealt with close to the appointment time and in a kindly considerate manner. 

Attentive and friendly doctor! 

a  professional  experience at difficult times 

The review was very helpful with the information I needed for my diabetes thank you 

I felt very safe seeing the nurse this morning and she is always very pleasant and helpful 

It's great to be able to see they are trying their best in these conditions 

Because the doctor actually listened to me and didn't blow me off like all the rest have 

The doctor was very thorough, she explained everything to me and the course of action she was taking. 

We have almost come to expect this high level of service and care now and today was no exception - safe, considerate 
and lovely people giving exceptional care. 

The aggressive attitude of Jan, the door operator, who needs to understand that people standing waiting in the cold for 
somebody to appear will A. not nec……. 

I thought that the receptionist was very happy and she knew what the procedures were 

Nice friendly and helpful staff. 

I was then looking at my messages 

Very efficient 

Well organised and no delays in waiting room 

All safety precautions put in place so felt safe. 

Outstanding customer service to me on entering  the surgery  by your staff 

Excellent service. Felt very Covid safe.  Lovely helpful staff. 

Replied to request for blood test quickly and friendly staff 

Very responsive service 

Cover all the areas that applied to me .Answered questions l had pleasant personally 

Was waiting to be seen over 20 minutes 

Covid measures in place and followed. Great staff, and efficient. 

Well organized, felt safe, nurse saw me promptly.   She wiped equipment used with sanitiser. 

Staff were pleasant! Made me feel at ease! 

Check for Covid on entrance ,present receptionist ,felt safe with safety measures 

Very efficient and well organised 

I was there early but I went in straight away. Had a temperature check & hand sanitizer first. The jab was quick & easy & 
I was out in a few minutes. 

Very well organised and friendly flu jab today. 

 I was early for my appointment but you were able to fit me in. Felt very safe. All staff wore appropriate PPE.   Didn't feel 
the injection at all! Well done 

Walked in and straight out. Very safe, organised and friendly. Thank you 

Very efficient - I was in and out very quickly! 

Always friendly and efficient 



Good 'covid' measures, easy register process, quick and painless injection and cheerful staff. Very well organised 

Fast and efficient well organised 

Just had my flu jab in and out in 2 min brilliant. Well organised thanks . 

Very organised and very quick and safe 

Friendly helpful efficient and seen at appointment time 

Fast and efficient service 

Attended for a flu jab; well organised, efficient & quick service; very impressed. 

I arrived just before my timed appointment my temperature was taken and hand sanitiser I was provided before 
entering surgery. 

[1/3] Just had a flu jab and was covid checked hand scrubbed injection do 

The whole thing was well thought out and organised to get everyone through quickly and safely. 

Efficient booking system. Friendly staff. Best drs surgery I have ever been to! 

Very efficient and organised. Well done! 

Clearly well planned and well organised to give a safe experience. Also managed a caring and efficient attitude. Thank 
you. 

Really well organised. Fast. Efficient 

Safe efficient welcoming environment. 

Very efficient. Well organised. Grateful for all efforts to provide us with the flu vaccine. Our previous pharmacy 
appointments have all been cancelled. 

Safe, well organised, friendly welcome, good one way system. 

Very organised, efficient and safe. Friendly staff too! 

Well organised and efficient. Was in and out under 5mins (probably less) felt safe 

Quick efficient flu jab system 

In and out very sufficient service. Well done 

Professional polite speedy service 

Very efficient and friendly service 

All staff very nice and helpful, I felt very safe, very smooth organization in and out, answered all my questions, nurse put 
me at ease, always happy. 

Quick and efficient. Very well organised and ran to time. 

Efficient, well organised & on time 

Very friendly quick. Good service. 

Every body was very nice and helpful, and working hard to keep everyone safe 

It was really well organised, friendly, safe and efficient xx 

Excellent organisation. Friendly staff. 

Efficiently done 

Quick and organised 

Easy process, safeguards in place 

Quick and efficient 

Very safe conditions- very well organised and very friendly staff 

It was a well organised and quick way to get my flu jab. 

All was well organized and no hold ups or problems when I got there . Staff friendly and welcoming . 

Straight in and out no waiting or queues. Plenty of parking also. 

Very fast pleasant experience 

Very easy to book. Very friendly & efficient when got to surgery. 

I was sent a text to ask if I would like flu jab. Booked online, easy. 

This was efficient, safe and effective and above all really cheery and friendly. Thank you so much. Keep well x 

It was a very quick jab 

This surgery always delivers . The appointment system works , the Dr's, nurses , receptionists are professional,  polite 
and helpful.   



Very organised and quick 

Excellent organisation no waiting efficient and covid safe 

Very efficient and quick. 

Needle was ok, but cotton wool fell off!! 

Everything was very well-organised and the staff took excellent safety precautions. I was rather early but seen to straight 
away 

Polite, efficient & friendly 

Very efficient and well organised 

As usual with the surgery, everybody was very friendly and helpful. 

Every one was very helpful and it was well organised, seen straight away though ten minutes early 

Flu jab. Was notified v quickly. Staff very efficient and friendly at my appointment. Felt v safe. 

Very well organised with a nice flow worked out for the process. Felt extremely safe with minimal time in building. 

You were very professional,  covid safe and amazingly quick 

Excellent, professional vaccination service. Greeted and Covid checked on entry to the practice at appointed time. Well 
organised, no waiting. 

No waiting good service went in before my time did   not even feel the  needle 

Very efficient with excellent covid procedures in place. 

Well organised 

Fast, efficient, no waiting, no queue 

Very well organised and quick. 

Very quick. Perfectly organized.  Polite staff. Very safe system. Thank you. 

I arrived. Temperature taken. Flu jab given. Out the door. No hassle. No waiting. Very efficient. 

Very efficient and well organised 

Quick, secure and no fuss and no waiting 

Very efficient. 

Super-efficient whilst keeping it friendly 

Really well organised and nice staff. 

Arrived 30 mins early, after anticipating bad traffic, but roads were clear. I was seen immediately after temp check and 
all done in a couple of minutes 

Quick and efficient! No fuss, no hanging around, very well organised, excellent service! 

This is I believe the very best surgery one could possibly wish for. Everyone is committed and caring beyond belief. 

Good services 

Safe and efficient. Thank you 

Very polite, and very quick... lovely nurse as well 

All went well with flu jab.   Still not been told why was not able to have one before?!! 

I was dealt with in a very caring and timely manner. I was very impressed under the current circs. 

Good/reassuring anti Covid protocol. Pleasant nurse successful treatment. 

Have always had good treatment when necessary & no problem getting an appointment 

Dr Munn has been great throughout my long Covid symptoms. He listened and acted. Thank you. 

 I gave that answer because Dr Phipp is an amazing Doctor not stuffy you can actually talk to him and even though so 
many people complain about their surgery. 

Very Covid safe and Nurse Kate was really fantastic at the procedure. She was personable and reassuring too. 

"Extremely thorough 

Professional/friendly/approachable which made me feel calm and supported. 

Very pleasant greeting on arrival. Very short wait time. Very friendly lady who dealt with my tests , made me feel at 
ease. 

Because all of you at the surgery are very helpful and most of the doctors take time with you. 

The receptionist was polite & efficient. The doctor called me back in a timely fashion & I was able to attend the surgery 
for an appointment the same day 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

All the staff make u feel safe. Jan is brilliant caring n considerate. 

"[1/2] Covid safety measures installed, & followed. 

Appointment on time. 

Excellent & professional care 

Delivered by practice nurse & reception staff. 

Thank you," 

As your reception staff are very rude 

Prompt easy process friendly staff. 

Was not kept waiting long. Dr was very pleasant and informative. Felt safe due to screens and changes made in surgery 
to prevent spread of Covid xx 

In and out no nonsense. 

The appointment was to take my blood pressure, as my medication hadn't changed, there was no need to check, a new 
appointment was made. This took a few minutes 

You were running on time and very polite 

Your 1 way system. Straight in and straight out 

Very quick and efficient service to have my flu jab 

The appointment was efficient, appreciated the organisation of the procedure 

Professional, friendly staff. Very well organized. 

The Efficiency today whilst having my flu jab again was 2nd to none. You all go above and beyond to make Lakenham 
surgery for us all.  

In and out nice and quick. 

Felt very safe. Friendly, efficient service. 

Quick, efficient, friendly 

In and out in 2 minutes great service 

It was very quick, safe and well organised 

Perfect staff and perfect surgery. 

Very helpful 

Because all staff always do their best to help me. And have a supportive manner and professional approach with caring 
attitude to deal with my pains/problems 


